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Flirt & Erotic Horoscope
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General
Explanations

The horoscope for flirtation and eroticism will give you new and

unimagined insights into your love life and sexual talents

and inclinations. It will show you the drives and inner

forces which lie dormant within you, and

the sensual feelings and emotions which

essentially shape and determine your

sex life.

The revelations contained in the

horoscope for flirtation and eroticism

go far beyond you yourself and your

erotic and sexual desires. You will

also discover which partner is best

suited for you and the conditions

which will ensure a fulfilling and

satisfying love life. The

comprehensive knowledge and

insight which may be gained from

astrology in this area will tell you which

erotic and physical personality determines

your relationship with the other sex. This is

because you will only be able to find the

right partner for a happy relationship if

you are aware of these correlations and

this mutual influence.

If you open yourself to this centuries-old

knowledge about the individual sexuality

of human beings and both develop and

exhibit your own innermost abilities and
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driving forces, the sensuality in your life will take on a new and

promising importance. Heinrich, you will make sexual experiences

which you previously only dreamed about.
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The Pisces - Man

As a delicate and emotional person, you react very sensitively to all

statements and signals from the people around you. Therefore, it

hardly comes as a surprise that you have great difficulty

resisting the magnetic personality of an attractive

woman. You will greet the corresponding

attempts to approach you with great

sensuality and pronounced sympathetic

understanding. It will not take all

that long before the ice has melted.

On the other hand, your intensive

submission to external temptations is

only temporary in nature. Heinrich,

you are quickly enticed by other

women and are therefore generally

unable to enter into a lasting

relationship. This is because you

need change, freedom and variety

by your very nature. You are easy

to involve in an exciting adventure,

and extricate yourself from an affair just as

elegantly once you get the feeling of

habituation or routine.

You additionally complicate the efforts of

a woman who wants to win your heart

by shying away from unambiguous

determinations and clear-cut opinions.

You simply dislike anyone seeing through

your feelings and intentions and are

loathe to open up to another person. As
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a consequence, you have remarkable theatrical abilities, often

taking fiendish pleasure in leading others up the garden path.

You are assisted in this by your charming way and clever behavior.

Your interlocutors may be firmly convinced that you are an

interested and receptive listener. In point of fact, however,

the conversation in question is entirely

meaningless to you, because your

thoughts have long since wandered,

and you are concentrating on a

completely different topic.

Love Life

Even though you do not

unconditionally admit it, you do

yearn for a strong and

domineering woman who clearly

assumes the dominating role even

in the act of love. A partner who

lives up to these secret wishes and

conceptions will tempt you into unusual

practices. This is because you want to do

everything to satisfy her sexual drive and

give her a feeling of complete satisfaction.

You are particularly fond of exciting and

prolonged foreplay, during which both

caress and play around the most remote

parts of each other's bodies. And you,

Heinrich, are greatly excited when your

lover undresses you and showers you

with flattering compliments. A partner
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well versed in all areas of sensual experience will manage to bless

you with an unerring approach because you love being desired and

challenged by her. In this case, you will prefer a position which gives

you direct eye contact.

By contrast, women who do not mean it seriously and are

only faking their surrender have to expect

that you will react quite displeased.

The Erogenous Zones

Your feet play a very big part in your

love life. You are enormously sensitive

to caresses in this area. When your

toes are gently traced with fingers

or a tongue, you go into sheer

ecstasy. Heinrich, your feet can also

be of great importance during the

act of love. The Pisces woman will

use them to drive the penis of the

man to peak performances, while

the Pisces man loves to penetrate his

partner with his big toe.

The Beginning of a
Relationship

Genuine compliments and admiring

comments will quickly get the attention

of a Pisces. This is because people with

this sign of the zodiac are extremely

fond of being in the limelight. This
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behavior expresses their deep desire for self-confirmation and

recognition. For the initial meeting, one should go ahead and choose

a location which is somewhat more temperamental and exciting.

Heinrich, the Pisces is completely in his or her element in an

atmosphere of sociability, casualness and merriment. The

Pisces will want to be the dominant

interlocutor, and especially likes

expatiating on artistic topics. Even if

one is not overly versed in this area,

one should not upset the flow of the

conversation. If required, the Pisces

will gladly explain everything to

someone in great detail and very

comprehensively.

The End of a
Relationship

Heinrich, anyone wanting to end

their relationship with a Pisces in as

elegant and quiet a manner as possible should

absolutely refrain from uncouth behavior and

superficial attacks. It is more sensible and

expedient to be sparing with devotion and

affection, and greet the suggestions or

stated intentions of the Pisces with

disinterest. This is because unspoken

signals indicating that the Pisces no

longer is at the center of attention hit

him or her harder than reproaches and

rebukes.
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If a Pisces feels neglected as a result, he or she will react in a hurt

and irritable manner. One should also not consider this in any

greater detail, but rather stick to the previous course of gradually

abating the feelings. This is because it will not take long until the

Pisces looks around for another environment in which his or

her assets and abilities are appreciated.

Combinations

Pisces - Aries

Heinrich, the Pisces will like it if the

Aries sets the tone in the sexual area.

However, the Aries has to watch his

tongue since excessively blunt and

clear statements will disconcert

and put off the Pisces.

Pisces - Taurus

If the Taurus behaves in a tactful

and diplomatic fashion and reacts with tact

and understanding to the sensitivity of the

Pisces, such a relationship definitely has

chances. But only under this precondition.

Pisces - Gemini

Since both parties are unable to assume

the leading role, such a relationship will

lack stability and security from the very

outset. In addition, neither partner will
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deal seriously enough with the wishes of the other.

Pisces - Cancer

In many respects, the Pisces will be grateful that the Cancer

offers him or her safety and security. Both partners will

get all of their money's worth precisely in the

sexual area.

Pisces - Leo

The Pisces will not be able to satisfy

the lofty demands of the Leo, in

particular from a sexual standpoint.

The vain and high-handed Leo will

soon take the consequences from

this and look elsewhere.

Pisces - Virgo

The systematic and considered

approach of the Virgo is absolutely

not to the liking of the rather indecisive

Pisces. Heinrich, another reason why the

chances for a lasting relationship are

almost zero has to do with the fact that

the Virgo does not skimp on criticism.

Pisces - Libra

Even though interesting and exciting

sexual experiences may indeed come

about, the relationship lacks a strong
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foundation. This is because the Libra cannot give the Pisces the

support which he or she so urgently needs.

Pisces - Scorpio

The prospects for such an association are extremely

favorable because the Pisces treasures the

self-confident and dominating behavior

of the Scorpio from the very outset.

Every wish will most certainly be

satisfied from a sexual standpoint.

Pisces - Sagittarius

The sensitivity and delicacy of the

Pisces might prompt the Sagittarius

to make thoughtless comments.

This is because the Sagittarius is

deeply reluctant to let himself or

herself be put in chains and

experience a limitation of his or her

own freedom.

Pisces - Capricorn

In this case, the contrariness of characters

can bring about true wonders. The Pisces

enjoys the admiration of the Capricorn,

while the Capricorn is always ready for

demanding and intensive acts of love

with the partner.

Pisces - Aquarius
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Heinrich, the prospects for a lasting relationship are not all that

favorable, despite some interesting sexual experiences. This is

because the Aquarius strives for independence, and is unwilling to

concentrate exclusively on the wishes and notions of the partner.

Pisces - Pisces

Extremely stimulating sexual experiences

cannot hide the fact that the

relationship lacks safety and

stability. Both sides are very

emotional, but unwilling to assume

leadership and responsibility.
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